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B. FROM WAR TO WAR

9. This brings us out of the shadows, into the historically
clear past, with regard to the steps we are listing in the pro-
gress of the conspirators. For in 1917 Lenin, Trotsky, and a
relative handful of ruthless criminals, financed and directed
by INSIDERS in various European countries and in the
United States, seized power in Russia.s Communism from
being solely a tenuous invisible net of influence, intrigue, and
undercover activity, materialised into a palpable, visible force
with a working headquarters on solid ground. Since that time
the Communist arm of the Conspiracy has come to be regar-
ded, however inaccurately, as its whole body. And while
there undoubtedly still are INSIDERS, aiding and directing
and controlling worldwide Communist activities, and bene-
fiting from Communist progress, without themselves ever
having carried a Communist card or belonged to the Comm-
unist Party, their own power will now rise or fall with the
power of their agency and front called Communism. For
practical considerations the agency has become almost the
equivalent of the principal. The enemy which we need to
oppose, expose, and destroy, in order to save our country and
our civilisation, can properly be identified as the Communist
conspiracy. But to understand this enemy it is important to
remember and to understand its roots.

10. After 1917 the Communists quickly and ruthlessly
solidified their first physical conquests. In 1922, after un-
limited use of terror and torture in establishing their tyranny,
this Communist gang led by Lenin consolidated Russia
proper, Russian Armenia, Azerbaidzhan, Georgia, Byelo-
russia, and the Ukraine into the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics. 7 It is worth remembering, however, that the
U.S.S.R. was founded in 1922, not 1917.

11. After Lenin's death in 1924 Joseph Stalin gradually
took his place, and then rose far above it. By 1929 Stalin
had succeeded in exiling Trotsky from Russia, and in
making himself the recognised dictator. Then, through mer-
ciless massacres in the Ukraine and elsewhere, and later
through a ruthless purge of most of his old fellow revolu-
tionaries, Stalin made himself the absolute boss of the
Russia-based Communist operation.e What his relationship
finally'became to any 1iierafchy of INSIDERS-olwhlCh -
Lenin, for instance, had visibly been merely an agent-we
have no way of even guessing with assurance. But for the
practical purposes of our brief history we can consider
Stalin as having been supreme in the Communist world
from 1939 until his death in 1953.

12. In 1933, sixteen years after the Communists seized
power in Russia, they achieved their next tremendous vic-
tory. The United States, under President Franklin D. Roose-
velt, officially recognised the Soviet regime, thus saving it

from impending financial collapse, and at the same time
opening our doors to an ever increasing army of Communist
diplomats, agents, and spies. Even more important, this step
marked the beginning of the alliance between Washington
and Moscow which has steadily grown stronger ever since,
despite some occasional and transparent pretences to the
contrary.

13. Stalin's next great success was in bringing on World
War II. Through the Sorge spy ring- and other vast diplo-
matic, espionage, and propaganda activities, he had engaged
in long and extensive plans for plunging the world into
another war.w There is no doubt that he had plenty of help
in this endeavour from INSIDERS within the government,
and occupying other positions of great influence, in most
of the illjlPortant nations involved. By 1939 all of this
planning was ready for fruitition. Stalin then precipitated
the war by encouraging Hitler (through a temporary alli-
ance to invade Poland. I I

14. By the end of 1941 Stalin had exactly the aline-
ment he had wanted. He had broken with his carefully
built up foil, Adolph Hitler, who had then invaded both
France and Russia itself. The United States had been
brought into the war in Europe by massive propaganda,
with the Japanese attack at Pearl Harbour as the blinding
flash which overcame all resistance to our involvement.«
The alliance of the Western capitals with Moscow, already
largely in effect through the work of Stalin's agents and
the influence of the INSIDERS, now became official. The
Western powers not only blindly accepted Stalin as an ally,
but then conducted the war largely according to his dicta-
tion, in a manner to serve his purposes. Hypocrisy and
propaganda reigned supreme, with treason in the background
behind them.

Although the officially stated purpose of the whole war in
Europe was to protect the territorial integrity of Poland and
other small nations, it was never even suggested that Stalin
give up that part of Poland which he had seized in his joint
crime with Hitler. Nor were the American people allowed
to grasp the fact that Soviet Russia remained practically an
ally of our enemy, Japan, through the Molotov-Matsuoka
"non-aggression pact," during all the years we., were..sup-,
porting Stalin so mightily in the war with Germany. Nor
were the American people allowed to realise the further
fact that Stalin's agent, Mao Tsetung, was keeping huge ar-
mies of our real ally, Chiang Kaishek, tied up in preventing
Mao's Communist forces from overrunning all of the northern
provinces of China, right while Chiang's armies were so bad-
ly needed to fight Japan, the joint enemy of both China and
ourselves. And it was kept especially well hidden from the
American people that Stalin, by cruel trickery, managed to

(continued on page 3)
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FROM WEEK TO WEEK
FROM THE XBC NEWS SERVICE: The Prime Minister said

last night that his opponents should not underestimate the
degree of his lack of unconcern at the upgrowth of the rate
of under-redeployment. A degree of imbalance in some sectors
was causing a shudder in the economic machine; it might
be necessary to stop the ship of State while certain adjust-
ments were effetced, In particular the government had been
giving urgent consideration for several months to the intro-
duction of an unselecriveemptoymenr tax as a counter-weight
to the selective employment tax which, while not ineffect-
ively as intended, had caused some veering from the set
course. After that it would be: "go-full steam ahead"; or
astern, if any submerged economic rocks threatened unfor-
seen disaster.

It was not made clear what degree of credibility-gap was
applicable to the Prime Minister's statement, but well-
informed sources are confident that the remarks probably
reflect to some degree what is in the Prime Minister's mind,
one way or the other.

* * *
In The Monopoly of Credit (1931) C. H. Douglas ad-

vised the fixing of responsibility for progressive disasters-
at that time largely embodied in the tragedies of the Great
Depression-on those in control of financial institutions.
Progress in this strategy culminated in the election of a
nominally Social Credit government in Alberta, but was
halted by the outbreak of war. The pre-war manoeuvring,
the course of the war itself, and the post-war developments
made it clear how wide-flung the conspiracy "to make the
world safe for bankers, rather than [make] the world safe"
actually is; and Douglas directed his efforts more and more
to exposing the conscious intention underlying events, and
to exposing those responsible.

Now just as the apparent impregnability of .the position
achieved by the conspirators was attained by the slow but
persistent application of a conscious policy of centralisation,
so a strategy of exposure must be persistent, for its effec-
tiveness becomes apparent only as its effects become cumu-
lative. Public opinion-the final sanction short of the police-
state-is slow to form and slower to crystallise, particularly
when it is misdirected by the agencies of the conspiracy on
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every possible occasion and issue. Yet truth is stronger than
falsehood-when the truth is known. Fortunately the tools
for making it known are now sufficiently available, . and
those willing and able to use them are increasing in numbers. <:»
It is only gradually that uncommon knowledge becomes
common knowledge; but at some point of diffusion there will
be a coalescence of individual knowledge into effective pub-
lic opinion; and this is the essential objective to be worked
for. We know by the sales of books and other materials that
this process is-goiag-steedily-forward, and it is essential that
it be continued and accelerate.d.

* * *
FROM THE xBC FEATURE "WHAT THE LEADERS WRITE":

Referring to the Prime Minister's declaration of economic
intent, The Speculator comments "Too right!" The leader
remarks on the Prime Minister's come-to-be-expected pol-
ished sub-obscurity, and suggests that the "shudder" in the
economy is no more than a vibration, and attributes the
Prime Minster's "exaggeration" to the wails from the Tories
as SET bites deeper. "Set fair," the leader concludes.

The Encomium has nothing but praise for the Prime
Minister's perceptiveness and decision, but goes on to re-
mark that of course the Prime Minister is obviously wrong
to assess the danger to the ship of State as lying in unsus-
pected rocks; the real danger, very real danger, is of col-
lision with the iceberg created by the government's freeze.
The remedy, which hits one in the eye but evades the P.M.,
is to de-freeze the iceberg. This would not only remove a
possible region of collision, but could put into reverse the
upgrowth in the rate of under-redeployment, on which the
very possibility of the nation's reaching its manifest desti-
nation, either=ahead or-astern, so patently depends. Think _",_
again, Mr. P.M.

The Chimes says that it is apparent that the Prime Mini-
ster is undecided as to whether the shaking of the economy
which he so clearly perceives is due to a fault in the crank-
shaft or to unbalanced pistons. He is wise, therefore, to
allow himself room for manoeuvre in the obviously danger-
ous and rock-infested waters in which the ship of State is
now proceeding. But to refer to our uncertain course as a
veer, when it is in fact a lurch, is undeniably and unjusti-
fiably over-optimistic.

The New Tribesman and Internationalist considers the
Prime Minister's diagnosis entirely unfounded. The shudder-
ing in the ship of State is certainly not due to faulty engines,
but to the incompetence of the helmsman. Being off course,
the ship is suffering a buffeting from the huge waves blown
up by the wind of change. Had Britain settled the rebellious
Rhodesians for good and all, she would now be in calm
waters; and housing would have reached 750,000 per year.

The La'fjorer accuses the government of tinkering with a
worn-out engine which was never any good in the first
place. It calls for a new captain and crew with the deter-
mination to tear out the rattling monster and replace it
with an atom engine suitable for navigating, .in. the waters __ .,
of peaceful co-existence.

Walter Wonder in The Custodian is sorry to observe that
the Prime Minister has strayed into shallow national waters
instead of heading for the horizons of deep international
channels. Thus it is clear to those with a knowledge of
navigation that the shudder in the British ship means no less
than that Britain is already on the rocks.

Anyone familiar with the British government's treachery <:»
towards Rhodesia in the matter of the 1961 Constitution*
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vast a scale did not cause Stalin-nor the INSIDERS-any
more compunction than if they had overturned an ant heap.

15. During the war, and throughout the Westeril nations
it became increasingly fiashionable, "patriotic," and profi~
table for everybody to sympathise with the Communists
"understand" the Communists, and help the Communists ~
all fea~ible ways. The wo~ld had never before seen so many
c~un.trIes _led towards th~lr own ruin by treasonous pressures
within their own boundaries, And in Washington (as in Lon-
don) from 1941 through 1945, Communist agents and sym-
pa~i.sers, taking full advantage of the mood and the oppor-
tunrnes created by our alliance with Soviet Russia in the
European war, entrenched themselves so solidly that Comm-
unist influ~nces bec~e dominan~ in our government.r- They
have remained dominant ever smce. At the same time the
Communist. infiltration into positions of power in our Press,
our educational system, and every other division of our
nation~l life, wh!ch had already been steadily increasing,
was given new rmpetus and new openings by the official
pro-Communist attitude of the war-time Administration.
. 16. The Communist principle of reversal now came fully
mto 'pla~. It must be realised that everything about Com-
mumsm IS part of one Big Lie. And this is so not merely as

Rhodesian Independence a means, but as an end in itself. It is the very purpose of
From Salisbury comes the full statement issued by the the INSIDERS who contro~ and use the Communist move-

Council of Chiefs earlier this month. Details of how the ment to turn the world upside down. They seek everywhere
tribal system works were given at some length on the 14th a~d always ~o repla~e. tru0 with f~lsehood,. construct~on
October; the Council is a body of 26 chosen by the Chiefs, with destruction, religious Ideals With satanic amorality,
and not by the government. government ~y consent With tyra~ny by force, freedom with

"We, the Council of Chiefs, the elected representatives sl.:very, man.s upwa~d reach WIt? cOD}-plete surrender to
of all the traditional leaders of the African tribes of Rho- hi? most bestla~ appentes, compassion WIth cruelty, and love
desia have today held one of our periodic meetings to WIth hat~. This h~s all been clearly spelled out in the
'consider problem-s-WfuCJ:lconfront our people and our coun- Co~unIStS ..ow.n literature for ~ore than a hundred years.
try. Amongst other matters which we have discussed is the But ItS application on a worldwide scale really got under
bitter war being waged against us by Britain. We are con- way at the end of World War II.
cerned over the damage which is being caused to our country 17. Once this diabolic and basic principle is thoroughly
and the suffering to which our people are being subjected at grasped and kept in mind, it is easy to see and understand
this time by the economic sanctions imposed by Britain. ~pecific manifestations of the Big Lie at work. Communism

"We wish to state quite clearly that we support the Gov- Itself, for instance, is not at all the movement which it pre-
ernment of Rhodesia and we do not accept the claim by the ten~s to be, of downtrodden masses rising up against a
British Pr~e Minister that he has continuing responsibility ruling cl~ss ~hi~h exploits them. It is exactly the opposite.
and authority for and over our people through the Govern- Communism IS, In every country, a drive for absolute power
ment and Parliament of the United Kingdom. Why has the on ~e part of a closely knit gang of criminal megalo-
Government of the United Kingdom, while claiming this maniacs. In most countries these treasonous criminals come
responsibility, seen fit to impose sanctions upon us, and why l~rgely. from the top social, educational, economic, and poli-
has the same British Government supported the Government tlcal CIrcles. Cunningly and ruthlessly using the mechanics
of Zambia against us in what we regard as treachery? We and pretences of revolution, they seek to impose their rule
condemn outright the policy of the Zambian Government in ever more rigidly and tyrannically, from the top down, on
attempting to destroy our thriving economy for their own the total population. .
political ends. Not only does the Zambian Government per- The ~ondition of the masses is always made worse, of
mit our outlawed extremists to remain on Zambian soil but course, In every respect, by the success of these conspirators
it allows them to raise armed bands which raid and murder -as they have fully realised and intended in advance. They
in our peaceful country. seek to rule a world of slaves and not of peers. The Com-

"We will stand firmly behind our Prime Minister in any munist Party, with its considerable percentage of idealistic
steps which he decides to take." dupes and misguided fools, has been simply a tool of these
... --From -Pelitieal Intel1igence-lV-eekly,-Nov: -lS-;--t966;- - --p~g~y- conspiraterae-in- any-eeuntry at-any-rinrertand

especially since 1945 the most cruel exploiters in human
history have made their greatest progress largely under the
guise of condemning exploitation.

18. A direct extension of this division of the one Big
Lie which is Communism has been the anti-colonialism
theme. In one "colonial" area after another Communist
guerrillas have terrorised the natives, by massive tortures
and massacres, into some semblance of at least passive
support of a movement for "freedom and independence."

will have no difficulty in recognising the same type of tech-
nique in the manoeuvring for mandatory sanctions. When
Rhodesia was provoked into the Unilateral Declaration of
Independence, it appears to have been the expectation of
the British (if it is British) government that sanctions
would lead to internal disorders, triggered, organised and
led by revolutionaries trained by Russian and Chinese ex-
perts in adjacent territories ('nations') and waiting to in-
filtrate into Rhodesia. It is also likely that the 'British'
government underestimated the Rhodesian Cabinet's grasp
of economic reality.

Mr. Wilson's Tigerish activity on the Mediterranean was
a manoeuvre to draw attention away from the fact that his
real demand on the Rhodesians was that they should hand
over to the British government control over the forces of
law and order. That would allow a situation to develop
where the British could let a situation develop which could
only be dealt with by the immediate granting of majority
rule. And that in due course would allow a situation to de-
velop by which the gateway to the Republic of South Africa
would be thrown open, for South Africa is the last terri-
torial objective of the Conspiracy; the rest is politics.

The Truth in Time (continued from page 1)
keep our war with Japan going for many months after the
Japanese were trying desperately to surrender.'> Everything
about this war, in Asia as in Europe, was grist for the
Communists' mill. And the killing and destruction on so

*See Rhodesia Accuses; for short acoount,T.S.C., August 13, 1966
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This was not with any expectation of bringing about the
so-called "liberation" of the area by armed insurrection. The
strategy was simply to have the show and pretence of a
revolution serve eventually as a basis for Communist-con-
trolled negotiations. The diplomats could then literally force
"freedom and independence" on the betrayed peoples. This
was all done with the blessing, and frequently with the
active help, of traitorous influences in the top levels of
government in such imperial capitals as London, Paris,
Brussels, and The Hague. This surrender of empire..and .of
the responsibility that goes with empire for the protection
of the people it has absorbed, has been one of the most
disgraceful developments in contemporary history.

For the "independent nation" phase, even when there was
any substantial pretence of such a condition, was merely a
transition stage in making the same area a colony of the
Soviet empire. It was then ruled by a Communist viceroy
with infinite brutality, instead of the benevolent orderliness
and gradually rising standard of living which had been
brought to such areas by pioneers of the civilised "imperial"
nations to which such areas formerly belonged. Yet the
Communist lie of anti-colonialism has been sold to millions
of gullible people, in America and everywhere else, as a
movement of "liberation." And since 1945 the Soviets have
thus put together the most cruel empire of all time, primarily
by using the battlecry of anti-imperialism.

19. By the end of World War II many other important
uses of this whole principle of reversal were being initiated
right under the eyes of a world blinded by so gigantic a
deception. One was the American foreign aid programme.
It was conceived by Communists, started and nourished
along by Communists, and built eventually by Communist
influences and propaganda into .colossal proportions, as a
means of helping the Communists and their socialist fore-
runners all over the world in taking over their respective
countries. But it was sold to the American people, of course,
as exactly the opposite; as a means of preventing the Com-
munst advance.15

20. Another manifestation of the same principle at work
was the establishment of the United Nations. This organisa-
tion was conceived by Communists, founded by Commu-
nists, has always been controlled by Communists, and has
been used increasingly-and evermore brazenly-to carry
out Communist purposes. But it was sold by propaganda
and pretence to the American people, and to most of the
rest of the world, as :a means of maintaining peace and
preventing Communist aggression.w

-ROBERT WELCH
(To be continued)
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The Battle for Rhodesia
"The Battle For Rhodesia" is the title of a new book by

Douglas Reed, .author of "Insanity Fair", .a.iprognosti
book and autobiography which in 1938 foretold the in-
vasions of Austria and Czechoslovakia and the resultant
Second World War. In a second book he foresaw the
Hitler-Stalin partnership of 1939.

For the last nineteen years he has lived in Southern
Africa (with intervals in America and Canada) and thus
finds himself today "for a second time at the centre of the
world events", the focus of which has become Africa and
particularly, today, Southern Africa.

He sees the situation now as similar, in its essential shape
and possible consequences, to that which moved him, after
eighteen years in Europe, to write "Insanity Fair".

After U.D.I. he decided to write "one more book",
having discontinued writing for some years. He wrote it
in Rhodesia. The picture he gives of that country will be
different from that which most readers may have received
from political speeches, newspapers, radio and television.

It is however the true picture, as "Insanity Fair" proved
to be, which was also held to be surprising and provoking
in its day. It is based on personal knowledge of Southern
Africa and life there, on authentic information, and on
contacts with all manner of people, white and black. It
aims to put the Battle for Rhodesia in its world context
and historical perspective, something which his somewhat
exceptional experience qualifies him to do.

K.R.P. Publications Ltd., have ordered a supply of this
book expected end January. The price will be approxi-
mately 20/- but please do not send cash with advance
orders. The exact price will be advertised as soon as it is
available.
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